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ABSTRACT
The exploration of 3D environments using 6 degrees-of-free-
dom interaction is still a challenge since users easily become
disoriented. In this paper we discuss the benefits of the
whole-body awareness in 3D interactive applications. We
propose a technique for navigation and selection in 3D en-
vironments which explores the peephole metaphor with a
tablet PC.In practice, the tablet is held by the participant
who moves it around and points it in any direction for vi-
sualization and interaction. The method was tested with
a set of users who were asked to perform selection tasks.
The technique presented competitive results when compared
with conventional interaction methods and also showed that
real world body orientation memory helps users to perform
better in the virtual world.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces; H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: User/Machine
Systems—human factors

1. INTRODUCTION
Common interfaces for traditional 2D environments make

extensive use of visual cues to help with user orientation.
Although visual cues seem to be best suited for 2D inter-
action, the new 3D environments used in computer games,
virtual world experiences, scientific visualization, and so on
might require a less conventional choice. Even though it is
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relatively easy to construct a new interface, the fact is that
mouse and keyboard are still the first option for computer
interaction.

Computers are changing fast. They are becoming smaller
and getting increased mobility. Powerful graphics cards are
available even in mobile phones, and some very interest-
ing new applications using virtual reality and its variants
arise. However, user interfaces are not pursuing this evolu-
tion of computers, especially when 3D information is avail-
able. When exploring a 3D virtual environment with a
mouse and keyboard, users easily become disoriented. Jacob
et al. [2] remind us that we are not guided purely by visual
cues when moving in the real world. We are also guided by
some understanding of the surrounding environment, of our
body and the presence of other people, as well as by some
sense about physics. The labyrinth provides the information
about up, down and balance. Our sense of touch makes us
aware of obstacles when we are in direct contact, even when
we cannot see them. To finish, we dispose of a sense of po-
sition and orientation which makes us know, all the time,
where our limbs and other body parts are, which is called
proprioception.

However, when the focus passes from the real world into
a virtual world, and one starts to interact with a virtual
environment using conventional interfaces, all corporal cues
vanish. This often reduces body sensation and contributes
for disorientation.

In the present work we explore human orientation capabil-
ities without relying only on the sense of vision. We propose
to do so using the memory of history one has about one’s
body postures while moving in the real world. We do that
by implementing the peephole metaphor using a tablet PC
as a window to the virtual world, artificially enlarging the
display and interaction area. The tablet is held by the par-
ticipant, who moves it around and point it in any direction
for visualization and interaction. Depending on user ori-
entation and position, the display shows different portions
of the environment and the system allows interaction with
objects in that specific portion.
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2. RELATED WORK
When researchers first introduced techniques for naviga-

tion in virtual reality (VR) they naturally proposed the cre-
ation of virtual navigation tools analog to real ones. This
includes the use of maps, compasses, etc. Darken and Sib-
ert [1] created a toolset based on this principle and studied
how their tools influence the navigation behavior of some
subjects. One of their conclusions is that people need cues,
e.g. visual and audible information, which can be combined
to make targets easier to find.

Experimental results reported by Wartenberg et al. [7]
indicate that whole-body movement information - vestibular
and proprioceptive signals, motor efferent commands - are
decisive in grabbing correct directional information while
navigating through the real space. They showed that all
senses contribute to spatial orientation.

The implications of body awareness are being more and
more explored by researchers in VR, user interfaces and hu-
man factors. Several authors point out the importance of
this feature for the design of new interfaces. The notion
of Reality-Based Interaction (RBI), which is a framework
combining intuitive physics, body awareness, environment
awareness, social awareness and all related skills, has been
introduced by Jacob et al. [2]. Such new concept ties to-
gether a large group of new interaction styles. A number of
existing applications, as tangible user interfaces, electronic
tourist guides and the Apple iPhone itself, partially exploit
this idea.

While previous research works explore body awareness in
specific situations, either limited to two dimensions or to a
reduced number of DOFs, in this work we propose a gen-
eral interaction case in 3D with 6 DOFs. Similar to our
approach, the Boom Chameleon [5] system provides a one-
to-one mapping between real and virtual space. However,
while the Boom Chameleon is mounted on a cumbersome
structure which limits motion, the tablet PC is fully mobile
and wireless.

More recently, mobile phones enabled with spatial aware-
ness, using markers and also by natural pose tracking were
developed by Wagner et al. [6]. The same is happening
with handhelds, now capable of providing Augmented Re-
ality (AR), like the LightSense [3] which is enabled with
spatial awareness or more recent works of Olwal and Anders
[4]. These light weight devices are enabled with novel inter-
action techniques that take advantage of aditional human
senses.

Although most researchers agree with the statement that
better results are obtained when the user makes use of all
senses in virtual environments, the implication of real world
perception in the orientation inside a virtual environment is
still not fully evaluated. Further, to our knowledge, spatial
memory has not been explored as a tool for orientation yet.

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this work we propose a peephole implementation where

a tablet PC is used as a window to a virtual world. Through
the tablet display, it is possible to inspect and interact within
a virtual world. When the user walks or turns around, the
position and orientation of his/her head are tracked using
an optical system. As a consequence, images exhibited in
the tablet display change accordingly.

In order to obtain spatial awareness, we are using Bra-

Track, a precise and low-cost marker-based commercial op-
tical tracking system. The system is composed by a set of
off-the-shelf USB cameras (two in this setup) customized
with electronic boards that provide flash strobes using a
huge number of infrared LEDs. Figure 2 shows the Bra-
Track system in use. Trackable artifacts are built using sets
of reflective spheres. Synchronized images are acquired by
the camera modules at 60 Hz. A 2D pre-processing identifies
infrared artifacts in each camera, and a 3D reconstruction
module finds the 3D position and orientation of each arti-
fact that is visible in more than one camera. In case there
is occlusion, the system cannot provide accurate tracking.

Figure 1: Overview of the system setup.

Figure 2: The BraTrack system tracks the reflective
artifact on the hat the user is wearing by cameras
on the upper right of the picture.

Such occlusion limitation of the device is the main reason
why we decided to attach the artifact to the head instead
of the tablet PC, as many projects in handheld augmented
reality do.

To track the user’s head and defining a pose for the vir-
tual camera, an artifact was attached to a hat, as shown in
Figure 2. In such a way, the head movement controls the
virtual camera position and orientation in space. The mo-
tion tracked by BraTrack is sent to the tablet PC through a
wireless connection (Wifi network) between BraTrack server
and the tablet, as shown in Figure 1.
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Regarding the display, we have chosen to use a tablet PC,
because changing it into a peephole device is straightfor-
ward. Additionally, the display size is large enough to be
used as a window to a virtual world. To do that, we adopted
the fixed-cursor design. With this design, the person sees the
virtual environment through the tablet display with a fixed
crosshair positioned at the center of the screen. Thus, mov-
ing the device means aiming, and objects placed under the
crosshair can be selected with a click. Since both hands were
used to hold the device, we needed some strategy to allow the
user to point and click objects without the stylus, keyboard
or mouse. Due to a limitation of the tablet PC used (an
HP Compaq 2710p Notebook PC), we attached two mouse
buttons on the left of the tablet and the mouse wheel on the
right to chose among menu options (see Figure 2b).

4. EXPERIMENT SETUP
An experiment was designed with the purpose of under-

standing the possible advantages of an interaction technique
coherent with the real space. More specifically, with the pur-
pose of testing to which extent the use of body mnemonics
and intuitiveness affects the user performance in interac-
tive tasks. The experiment was performed by a group of
10 subjects, 9 male and 1 female. Participants were under-
graduate and graduate students in Computer Science. Also,
they were all experienced computer and portable devices
users, but only few of them had previous experience with
virtual reality. Before the experiment, users were instructed
on how to operate the device and encouraged to perform as
many practice trials as needed so that they could feel confi-
dent when operating the device during the actual experiment
conditions.

Each trial consisted of selecting objects in a 3D environ-
ment using either of the interaction techniques provided:
mouse and keyboard; peephole interface. To avoid that
test order influences the results, users were divided into two
groups, each performing the test with one of the interfaces
firstly and with the other interface secondly. Visual cues
such as virtual floor and walls were removed from the vir-
tual environment of both the tests to force users to rely only
on the camera movement to execute the tasks in the 3D
world. This is expected to remove any bias and make the
results more reliable. Moreover, each user repeated the test
three times with each interaction method.

The interaction tasks were proposed in the form of a game.
Using a game to evaluate interaction techniques has the ad-
vantages of proposing a clear goal to the user and a score for
us to compare and analyse. The game and rules are detailed
in Section 4.1 below. Later in Section 4.2, we establish the
hypotheses of the experiment. In Section 4.3 we explained
how qualitative data was collected.

4.1 Pair-Matching Memory Game
The game environment is a 3D room with the same dimen-

sions of the physical experiment room. Eight question marks
”?” are randomly distributed in the space in such a way that
they are arranged all around the user. Each mark repre-
sents the position of one hidden geometrical object: cubes,
spheres and tori of different colors. To accomplish the exper-
iment, the participant has to navigate through the virtual
environment and correctly match four pairs of objects, just
as in a classic memory game. See Figure 3 for an explicative
screenshots sequence.

Some dependent variables we logged for posterior analysis
are: the time and the number of clicks to complete the ex-
periment; the complete path followed to complete the task;
the subjective impressions of the volunteers about the ex-
perience of using the peephole display compared with the
mouse and keyboard.

Figure 3: A sequence of screen shots from the game
application. Question marks are shown in (a), the
user selects a question mark that turns into a cube in
(b) and then they select a torus in (c), which is not
a match; notice the red ”X”. In (d), when the user
finds the two cubes they score a match, highlighted
by the green ”V” sign.

4.2 Hypotheses
The purpose of the game described in Section 4.1 above is

to analyse the role played by body mnemonics on the user
performance while performing interactive tasks. In this con-
text, we formulated one main hypothesis and one secondary
hypothesis.

The main hypothesis is that it will be easier for the users
to locate themselves inside a virtual 3D world using the
peephole interface than using the mouse and keyboard. The
reason to believe in the confirmation of this hypothesis re-
lies on the application of the proprioception concept. The
secondary hypothesis is that the weight of the tablet PC
will negatively affects the user performance when using the
peephole interface. This hypothesis, in fact, relates to a lim-
itation of our implementation that we suppose will interfere
in the user performance. The tablet PC is not fully ready
to be a lightweight peephole device. Even if they cannot be
considered heavy, the use for long periods should negatively
affect the user performance.

4.3 Questionnaire
At the end of the tests, the subjects answered a question-

naire involving subjective interaction experience and impres-
sions about speed, intuitiveness, fun and overall satisfaction
while comparing the two interaction methods. Based on
participants’ responses, qualitative data was collected. Each
question consisted of selecting the preferred technique used
to perform the task. The options available were: mouse and
keyboard; peephole; none of them. In case one of them was
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Table 1: Dependent variables of the analysis

Mouse & Keyboard Peephole
Variable µ Wins Best µ Wins Best

(%) (%)
Total time 60.53s 60 32.7s 61.63s 40 31.7s
Time 2nd half 32.03s 52 15.8s 34.73s 48 14.3s
Time to match 15.01s 51 1.5s 23.02s 49 1.5s
Total clicks 12.4 50 10.0 12.25 30 10.0
Clicks 2nd half 8.07 44 5 8.07 40 6
Clicks to match 3.97 39 1 4.18 39 1

preferred, participants were asked to specify how much per-
formance enhancement they think they obtained using the
selected technique in comparison to the other one. They
could select five different possibilities going from very small
to very high improvement. If none of the techniques was
chosen as preferred, the performance enhancement degree
was taken as not applicable.

5. RESULTS
We analyzed the data in the logs and computed Table 1,

which summarizes the variables of interest and their respec-
tive values. We are mainly interested in the time to complete
tasks and the number of clicks required to accomplish them.
We compared the data acquired using the mouse-keyboard
interface with the data acquired using the peephole inter-
face, and evaluated mean values, number of wins and the
best try for each interface.

Total time is the total time to match 4 pairs and con-
clude the game (best try in three). Best try was used in-
stead of mean for fairness of comparison as non conventional
devices present a steeper learning curve then conventional
ones. Time of the second half of the clicks corresponds to
the time elapsed when applying only the second half of the
clicks, when the player clicks more consciously (considering
that in the first half of the clicks the player is just browsing
randomly and clicks are mostly blind). Time to match since
a pair is first seen counts the time elapsed since the user
first see the two members of a pair until it matches the pair.
Total clicks is the total number of clicks to match 4 pairs
and conclude the game. Clicks of the second half of the time
corresponds to the clicks made only during the second half
of the game time, when the player clicks more consciously.
Clicks to match since a pair is first seen counts the clicks
spent since the user first see the two members of a pair until
it matches the pair.

In Table 1, µ is the mean. A win is added to the technique
(mouse and keyboard or peephole) which took the lesser time
or lesser number of clicks to perform. Then, the percentage
of wins does not add up to 100% due to the cases in which
there is a tie.

Total time and total number of clicks are the values we
decided to analyze first. We observed that the values com-
puted for mouse-keyboard came out very similar to the ones
computed for the peephole in both analyzes. That is the
reason why we decided to dig deeper in the data and explor
the clicks distribution in time. We analyzed the second half
of the game activity to see if one of the techniques would
show better performance there, and they did not. We also
measured the period of time and number of clicks it takes
for a player to remember an object they have already seen
when they first see its match. Again, the results obtained

have proven to be very similar.
As the two interaction modes gave so similar results, we

provide in Table 2 the results for a Student’s t-Test to ver-
ify the hypothesis of equality of the population means that
underlies each sample. We used α = 0.05 in the test. Both
values for tStat., when compared with tCritical, fall in the
interval, showing that we cannot refute our main hypothesis
neither for time nor for number of clicks.

Table 2: Statistical analysis: Student’s t-Test
Time Clicks

Mouse Peephole Mouse Peephole
Mean 60.53 61.63 12.4 12.25
Variance 2254.57 826.27 4.266 3.958
t Stat. -0.0624 0.165
t Critical one tail 1.734 1.734

Our evaluation also included user’s subjective data col-
lected through a questionnaire. Figure 4 brings the mean
results. Most of the users said that the tablet PC interac-
tion is clearly more fun than conventional interaction. Most
of them also found it is slightly easier to use as well as to
remember objects positions with the peephole interface. On
the other hand, most of the users reported that handling
the tablet PC for more than a few minutes is tiresome. De-
spite of that, most of them chose the peephole interaction
as favorite.

No
Preference

Tablet

More Fun

Mouse

Easier to Remember

Easier to Use

Overall Preference

Ergonomics

BestBest

Figure 4: Subjective analysis. Results extracted
from a questionnaire show the users’ preferences.

Reviewing the hypotheses proposed in Section 4.2, we con-
clude that the first hypothesis - it will be easier for the users
to locate themselves inside a virtual world using the peephole
interface than using the mouse and keyboard - cannot be con-
firmed. The analysis of quantitative data cannot show that
the peephole interface is more efficient than the mouse and
keyboard, since times and number of clicks measured do not
present a statistically significant difference. The analysis
cannot show that mouse and keyboard interaction is more
efficient neither. Student’s t-Test finally showed they have
the same efficiency for the sampled data. However, subjec-
tive data indicates a preference of the users for the peephole
interaction.

The second hypothesis - the weight of the tablet PC will
affect the performance of the users when using the peephole
interface - was confirmed by the qualitative data collected.
In Figure 4, the label Ergonomics indicates a large preference
of the users by the mouse and keyboard interaction.
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained are very significative. However, the

number of tests was insufficient to statistically confirm the
first hypothesis. In face of that, we analyzed the individ-
ual performance of each subject in both tasks. We no-
ticed that people with game oriented behavior are extremely
skilled with mouse and keyboard, reaching a much higher
performance in this modality comparing to their non-game-
oriented fellows. At the same time, we noticed that non-
game-oriented people always had their best performance with
the peephole. In addition, their delta between mouse and
peephole is often higher with the peephole than the delta
of the gamers is with the mouse and keyboard. This sug-
gests that the subjects profile plays an important role when
it comes to choosing the best interaction technique. Future
work should consider extending the test to a greater number
of subjects to explore this issue.

Another source of data that can help us to better un-
derstand the results are the viewer trajectories while inter-
acting. We drew 2D graphs representing the trajectories
projected on the floor plane, and visually compared them in
Figure 5. Observing them, one can see that the mouse tra-
jectories were closer to a bunch of straight lines, while the
ones produced with the tablet PC are smoother and more
complex. The reason for this is that the movement produced
with the peephole display is fully made in 6 DOFs. With the
mouse (a 2D device) and keyboard, in order to produce ro-
tation and translation in 3D, one needs to compose 1D and
2D movements. It is known in computer human interaction
that limiting the number of degrees of freedom makes the
interaction task easier. Surprisingly, times obtained while
performing in 6 DOF are the same as times obtained for
simple 1D and 2D motions. By observing the trajectories
even more carefully we can also see that the ones respec-
tive to the peephole are longer and more complex than the
mouse ones. As they are taking basically the same time,
we can say that navigation with the tablet PC occurs at a
higher velocity than with the mouse.

Figure 5: Examples of paths followed by two dif-
ferent subjects while accomplishing the experiments
with the mouse and keyboard (left column) and with
the peephole display (right). The dark points are
the positions of the objects to be found.

As a conclusion, the interactive technique proposed is an
efficient alternative for mixed reality interaction. Experi-
mental results have shown that it presents competitive times
if compared with the use of the mouse and keyboard. We

believe that the kind of interface presented here should be
considered in next-generation interfaces due to the intuitive-
ness and whole-body memory clues it provides to users when
navigating in 3D virtual environments.

While tablet PCs are still limited, new models to be re-
leased would benefit a lot if they also provided mouse but-
tons on the top or the bottom to be more ergonomic. They
could also have acceleration sensors, like the Wiimote and
many smartphones already have today. This combination
would allow participants to use general purpose computers
in a very different way they do today. More than ubiqui-
tous, computers tend to become invisible. Next-generation
applications would also benefit from tablet PCs with built-
in tracking systems.We believe that a standard and accu-
rate method for tracking devices locally is needed in order
to turn 3D tracking into a standard feature of new portable
computers. The incorporation of these new features could
really change the way people use mobile computers and vir-
tual reality would possibly become more and more relevant
out of the academic and entertainment fields.
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